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successful shot after some elaborate manoeuvring, while
'Ali Jahman, his close relative, stoutly refused to try his
prowess on such creatures. The Oryx-hunter, he said by way
of explanation, does not go after such carrion. But it trans-
pired later that, in the days when he had studied religion
seriously, his teacher had discouraged the shooting of the
unclean bird. 'Ali had once progressed sufficiently in his
studies to be able to read, but he had never got to the stage of
writing, and now he had even forgotten the art of reading,
having no time for study. Nevertheless he ever and anon
betrayed a strange intellectual curiosity—uncommon among
the Badawin and even among the oasis-dwellers of Arabia—
and he was intrigued by my vigorous pursuit of wliat he
imagined to be the sciences. He felt instinctively that I
would not waste my time collecting insects and pebbles if
there was nothing to be got out of them. He just wondered
what it was.
In due course the sand gave way to a vast expanse of light
gravel dotted with bushes of Bimdh and 'Arrad. The dune-
line of Jafura circled round on our right at a distance of a
mile or two to recross our path ahead in the Mashura pro-
montory. And here and there broad strips of light sand lay
across the gravel plain. We passed another nomad encamp-
ment and I was surprised to see a Painted Lady butterfly
flutter away before us in the breeze from a pile of camel-dung
in an abandoned camping site. It was the first butterfly seen
since we had left the Hasa, and one of a very small number
seen during these months of wandering. Tracks of bustard
were observed quite frequently, but only once during these
early days did we have a distinct glimpse of the bird itself,
which has now grown very timid of man's presence and is being
rapidly thrust back into the more inaccessible parts of the
desert by the new habit of hunting them with motor cars * Ibn
Jiluwi, like the King himself, decimates them at the rate of
50 or 60 a day in bis shooting expeditions, and one wonders
how long the bird, presumably a migrant visitor to Arabia,
where it breeds, will take to develop an aversion for those
parts of the country where cars can overtake their rapid
flight. Another seasonal migrant, the Cream-coloured

